
Welcome to JG Week 3

PEACE
Facilitator…Read the next few slides




Read to the Group…

Ever since the FALL of Adam and Eve

the world has never seen PEACE;


however it yearns for PEACE more than 
anything.


Authentic PEACE is a fullness of life 
found in a right relationship with God, 

which allows us to let go of our anxiety.




Ask the Group…
“What’s the 1st thing that comes to your 
mind when you hear the word PEACE?”


Be Honest!!!

If you are struggling to find something 

rephrase the question to…

“What are some synonyms for PEACE?”




Continue…

“How is PEACE manifested in our 
everyday lives?”  


“Where have you seen PEACE at work?”


Is PEACE possible?



Read the definition of Be …9

Which word sounds the most like PEACE?



Have the person with the most siblings 
Read the next few slides…

READ Galatians 5:22-23 
22 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, 

PEACE, patience, kindness, goodness, 
faithfulness, 23 gentleness, self-control; 


REMIND the group that PEACE grows out 
of us when we let the Holy Spirit

come inside us and take control 



Keep Reading…

Ask people to share something that 
they worry about often…  (You start)


Someone describe a situation that was 
chaotic or unpredictable where 


you had PEACE.  

Why were you able to have PEACE?



Hand the device to the person 
on your RIGHT… 

READ John 14:25-27 as a Group 
According to this passage what is the 

PEACE that Jesus leaves us?  

ASK THIS QUESTION TO THE GROUP: 
How can we avoid letting our hearts be 

troubled and afraid? 



Hand the to the youngest person here… 

READ John 16:33… 
What should give us PEACE? How does the 

fact that Jesus overcame  
the world give us PEACE? 

ASK THIS QUESTION TO THE GROUP: 
Is anything currently hindering you in your 
relationship with God? 



Hand the to device back the the 
facilitator… 

READ Colossians 3:15-17:  

How can we let the PEACE of Christ rule in our 
hearts?   What part does God’s Word play? 

DISCUSSION QUESTION:  
What part does thankfulness play in PEACE?  
Can we thankful and anxious at the same time? 

  



Hand the device to the person 
who looks the most PEACEFUL… 

Which statement do you agree with  
I  find it hardest to… 

- experience PEACE in times of chaos

- experience PEACE when I don’t know 

the outcome.

- experience PEACE when I’m during 

injustice.

- experience PEACE when others are 

unreasonable.



Hand this back to the facilitator
This past week our country has experienced 

yet another mass murder.

In light of that - this story seems a fitting 

way to close our time together…


During the recent uprisings in the Middle 
East, Ron Jones, who serves with the 

Christian and Missionary alliance in Israel, 
communicated the following in 


his prayer letter:




Keep Reading…

“The result of the fighting and killing has left 
a profound sense of discouragement that 
hovers offer the country.  Several times we 

have come into closer contact with this 
conflict than our comfort zone allowed. 

Yesterday a friend shared with us something 
she observed that was a delightful reminder 

of God’s care for us. 



Keep Reading…

… She watched a shepherd caring for his 
flock near the area where guns are fired.  
Every time the shots rang out the sheep 
scattered in fright.  The shepherd then 

touched each of them with his staff and 
spoke calmly to them, and the sheep settled 

down immediately because they  
trusted the shepherd. 



Keep Reading…

… And then another shot sounded, and the 
same routine happened again.  Each time, 
the sheep needed the shepherd to orient 

them again and to reassure them  
they were safe.” 

Ask if anyone wants to respond to this?




In Closing Read this statement… 

Jesus offers us a “Warrior Peace” that 
protects and secures us, releasing 


us from anxiety.  

Ask someone to READ Philippians 4:4-7 

Notice again how thankfulness is tied to 
PEACE as well as prayers and petitions.



Close in PRAYER and form your prayers 
being THANKFUL in spite of the 
circumstances that surround you. 

Pray that you will have PEACE and will 
become a person who brings PEACE


